THE CURRENT STATE OF THE ARGENTINE ENERGY
SECTOR
Following the 2001 financial crisis in Argentina, measures were implemented to shield A rgentine
consumers from substantial increases in electricity and gas prices caused by the devalued
Argentine Peso. These measures had t he flow on effect of discouraging investment in t he energy
sector. In 2012, after becoming a net annual importer of hydrocarbons for the first time following
the privatization of the industry in 1989, the Argentine government implemented substantial
changes to the regulation of the industry in order to encourage investment in t he sector t o meet
the demand. These measures together with the abundant unconventional hydrocarbon reserves
are increasingly mak ing the sector attractive to investment.
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The current state of the Argentine energy sector
I.

I NTRODUCTION

Prior to t he 1990s, the Argentine energy sector (oil, gas and electricity) was run by state owned
companies. In 1989, Law no. 23,696 set out the principles of the government-led industry reform,
ordering the decentralization and privatization of state-owned companies that undertook
commercial activities. The Federal Government launched the following measures: (i) privatization
1
of YPF and Gas del Estado; (ii) permits for exploration and conc ession agreements to exploit oil
2
fields were granted to privat e and foreign companies; (iii) oil c ompanies were considered the
3
owners of t he production and could export it or sell it in t he loc al market; (iv) hydrocarbons prices
4
5
were not controlled; (v) export taxes and restrictions were eliminat ed; (vi) oil producers had the
6
right to dispose of 70% of foreign exchange earnings from exports .
The integrated state owned companies engaged in t he natural gas and electricity industry were
first divided into three different business units (generation, trans port and distribution) and then
privatized. The natural gas production and electricity generation industries were regulated as open
markets and prices were not controlled. Transport and distribution of natural gas and electricity
were regulated as public services and grant ed to private companies through concession
agreements. Public services tariffs were calculat ed in U.S. dollars and stated in pesos and were
adjustable according to international indexes.
In 2001 Argentina suffered a major economic crisis and devaluated its currency . In order to
address the crisis, the Federal Government made several changes to the regulatory framework
that came into plac e in the 1990s t o prevent the increasing of pric es and tariffs and to ensure the
satisfaction of the domestic market.
In 2002, all tariffs for public utilities were froz en to protect consumers and users. This included a
freezing of residential and industrial electricity and gas tariffs, which in turn froze the prices of oil
and electricity paid to producers. The original framework of free market prices was replaced by a
system of regulated prices. As hydrocarbons production declined, exports were not only taxed, but
increasingly restricted, to the extent that exports were prohibited until the domestic demand had
been satisfied. The right of oil producers to dispose of their foreign exchange earnings from
exports was also restricted. This ultimately amounted to a practical prohibition of exports. The
strong regulation over hydrocarbons prices resulted in a significant difference between domestic
and international prices of petroleum (Chart 1).
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Chart 1 – Domestic Oil Price vs. International Oil Price
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The abovementioned measures discouraged investment in the entire energy sector and c aused a
decrease in production. The demand of energy continued growing each year but the supply was
not enough to satisfy it so Argentina had to increase the importation of fuels.
Since 2011 A rgentina has been dealing with t he loss of energy self-sufficiency. The importation of
fuel and electricity has increased in the last three years and has caused a negative impact on the
Argentine trade balance (Chart 2).
Chart 2 – Argentine Energy Trade Balance
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“Escalante Crude Oil” is a blend produced in Chubut Province while “Medanito Crude Oil” is a blend produced in Neuquén
Province.
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To deal with energy crisis, the Federal Government has launched new initiatives to encourage
investment in the sector, as detailed below:


Creation of promotional schemes to increase hydrocarbon production and electricity
generation by setting higher prices than the regulated ones for the new energy produced.
These new prices are paid by the Federal Gover nment with public funds.



Execution of public works to improve the generation and transport of electricity.



Providing more favorable t ax treatment for imported machinery and equipment to be
devoted to the energy sector.



Gradually increasing prices of fuels.



Gradually increasing electricity and gas tariffs.



Creation of charges to be paid by users of gas and electricity for the establishment of Trust
Funds for large energy investments.



Granting of exploration permits and exploitation concessions to develop new hydrocarbons
blocks or to recovery previously exploited blocks.



Association of state owned companies with private companies to explore or exploit
hydrocarbons areas, or to execute new projects for power generation.



Promotion of renewable energy to di versify the national energy mat rix that is currently
strongly dependent on hydrocarbons.

These were the first steps taken by the Argentine government that indicated a policy -shift to
encourage investment in the sector in order to eliminate the hydrocarbon import deficit and
become not only self-sufficient but a net hydrocarbon exporter. Below we set out additional
measures which have been taken across the energy sector to broadly increase bot h investment
and production.

II.

OIL AND GAS S ECTOR

1.

The expropriaton of YPF

YPF is a vertically integrated Argentine energy company, engaged in the exploration, production,
transportation, refining and commercialization of hydrocarbons. YPF was founded in 1922 as a
state company. In 1993 YPF was privatized and purchas ed by Madrid-bas ed multinational
corporation, Repsol. The company took on the name of “Repsol YPF”.
The relationship bet ween the Federal Government and Repsol YPF was good until 2011, when ,
for the first time in 17 years, Argentina started importing oil and gas, which meant losing the ability
to self-supply and a deficit of US $3.029 billion in the sector, as shown by the running balance in
8
chart 3.
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Chart 3 – Argentine Energy Deficit

As a consequence, the Argentine government claimed that the underinvestment and excessive
9
dividends called by Repsol YPF had caused declines in out put. It is important t o note that,
10
according to the Hy droc arbons Act and the obligations established in the permits and concession
agreements granted to exploit oil and gas fields, Repsol YPF was required to make the necessary
investments for the execution of the works required for the development of the entire area granted,
ensuring maximum hydrocarbon production, adequate support and economic exploitation of the
deposit and the observance of criteria that ensure appropriate conservation reserves and
hydrocarbon self-sufficiency. According to t he Government, Repsol YPF did not comply with such
obligations and did not invest in exploration and this resulted in a significant red uction in oil
reserves, which in turn explained the decline in production during the years that it held those
rights. The production undertaken by Repsol YPF was on deposits that had already been
11
discovered while it was government-owned. Repsol blamed the decline in exploration and
production on government regulations regarding controls on exports, and price c ontrols on
12
domestic oil and gas.
On April 16, 2012, the Argentine National Executive Branch presented a bill for the hydroc arbon
sovereignty of Argentina and the nationalization of YPF to the National Legislature. The decline in
hydrocarbon reserves during the management of Repsol YPF was the main reason given for
expropriation, having regard to the fact that since the acquisition by Repsol, oil res erves fell by
13
54% and gas reserves by 97%. The Bill was based on the position that Repsol had made
insufficient investment in hydrocarbon exploration and ins ufficient production, which made
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Argentina in 2011 – for the first time since the company was privatized in the 1990s – a net
14
hydrocarbon importer.
Due to the decreasing productivity and the lack of investment in exploration and production
showed by YPF coupled wit h the severe energy deficit of Argentina, the Legislative P ower enacted
Law No. 26, 741 (“YPF Expropriation Act”) declaring:


The achievement of self-sufficiency in hydrocarbons to be of the national public interest, as
well as the exploration, exploitation, processing, transportation and commercialization of
hydrocarbons, to ensure economic development, social equity, job creation, increased
competitiveness of the various economic and equitable and sustainable growth of the
provinces and regions,



Subject to expropriation 51% of t he shares of Repsol YPF and Reps ol YPF Gas, owned by
the Spanish Group Repsol. Of t hat total 51%, the shares were divided between t he Federal
State (51%) and the hydrocarbon producing provinces (49% ). At present, the shareholders
of YPF are shown in chart 4.
Chart 4 – YPF’ s Shareholders

Federal Government 26.03%

Provinces 24.99%

Public 37.09%

Repsol 11.90 %

Reps ol received no compensation for the ex propriation and submitted the matter t o the World
Bank ICISD for arbitration. In February 2014, the A rgentine government and Repsol signed a
compens ation agreement putting an end to the dispute. The agreement, which was ratified by the
National Legislature through Law No. 26,932, sets compensation for the Spanish oil firm at US$5
billion in dollar-denominated government bonds with mat urity terms running between 2017 and
2033, and with annual interest rates of between 7% and 8. 75%.
Since the expropriation YPF has shown notable business growth. In fact, after a decade of decline,
YPF has achieved 2. 6% production inc reas es in 2013 compared to 2012 ( Chart 5).
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Chart 5 – Total Hydrocarbon Production per Company (thou sands m3)

In February 2014, YPF acquired Apache’s Argentine hydrocarbons block for an amount of US$800
million, and become the main gas producer in the country. YPF is also the principal oil company
engaged in the exploration and exploitation of unconventional hydrocarbons of the count ry and
has signed many contracts with international oil companies to develop those resources.

2.

Hydrocarbon Production

The strong regulation of hydrocarbon prices and export restrictions have discouraged investment
in exploration and exploitation, as a consequence there has been a decline in the production of
hydrocarbons.
The sector shows decades of lack of investment in drilling activities. In 2013 the annual oil
production contracted by 2. 1%, with negative variations in all provinces and basins except from
Neuquen and Chubut (Chart 6).
Chart 6 – Hydrocarbons Production per Province (thousand of m3)
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While the sector is marked by this decline, seven oil companies have improved their production,
including YPF. The most prominent case is that of Americas Petrogas, which increased its
production by over 60% in 2013. Generally, the best opportunities for small companies are linked
to partnerships with YPF or federal or provincial state owned companies (as can be seen in Chart
5 above).

3.

Oil and Gas Reserves

A recent report published by the Federal Secretariat of Energy shows a continuous decline in oil
and gas reserves in Argentine basins (charts 7 and 8) and although the number of drilled wells has
increased, both oil and gas exploration has been lower in 2013 compared to the already low levels
of 2012. In short, what this means is that work is not being done to explore new wells but in
intensifying the exploitation of the existing ones.
Chart 7 – Evolution of Oil Proved Reserve s (thousands of m3)

Chart 8 – Evolution of Proved Natural Gas Re serves (million m3)
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4.

Unconventional Hydrocarbons

The US Energy Information A dministration records Argentina as having the third largest shale gas
reserves in the world, behind the United States and China, with 774 trillion cubic feet (“Tc f”) of
15
technically recoverable shale gas resources.
To encourage investment to develop bot h conventional and unconventional hydrocarbons, the
Federal Government issued Decree No. 929/2013 which created the "Investment Promotion
Regime for the Exploitation of Hydrocarbons". According to this regime, oil companies who filed
with the Federal S ecretary of Energy investment projects exceeding US $1 billion to be executed
within a period of five years, will have the following benefits:


Right to trade freely in the foreign market 20% of oil and gas production resulting from the
project, with a rate of 0% export duty.



Free availability of 100% of foreign exchange from the export of oil and gas produced in the
project, provided that the project would have involved foreign exchange earnings t o the
Argentine financial system by an amount not less than US$1 billion.



In cases of restriction of exports to supply domestic demand, the oil company will be entitl ed
to get a price not lower than the export price and to obtain foreign currency for up to 100%
of the price obtained.

Also, some provinc es have int roduced important regulatory changes mitigating the risks involved
in unconventional exploration. In this w ay, they recognize the specific challenges faced by
unconventional oil and gas producers, and encourage investments in the sector.
In 2010, the executive branch of Neuquén issued Decree 1703/2010, which provides that reserves
of tight gas sand, shale gas and shale oil are considered to be of "high explorat ory risk" under
Neuquén Hydrocarbons Law. This results in: (i) access to specific benefits programs that may be
implemented by the government in future; (ii) longer exploration periods - t he first stage is six
years instead of four, the second stage is four years instead of three and the third stage is three
years instead of t wo. A five-year extension may also be requested, as is the case for regular
exploration permits. In addition, deposits that cannot be commercially exploited can be categorized
as 'under evaluation', following a request to the Neuquén Department of Energy. This paus es the
exploration period and its related obligations for one year for discoveries of oil and five years for
discoveries of gas. In order to avoid s peculation, the decree requires that an ex ploration fee be
paid during this period, which is five times higher than the normal ex ploration fee.
A similar program was introduced in Rio Negro by the province’s Executive Branch in 2011
through Decree 1541/2011. The decree provides that tight gas sand, tight oil sand, shale gas and
shale oil, as well as other similar gases associated with coal, will be treated as unconventional
deposits. Existing and future projects that include s uch d eposits must be s ubmitted t o the Rio
Negro Ministry of Production which, after assessing the request, may declare them as high risk
explorations. There are two advantages to this regime: (i) Exploration terms can be extended from
four y ears up to a maximum of eight years; (ii) Furthermore, a five -year extension may be
requested, as is the case for regular exploration permits. Deposits that cannot be commercially
exploited can be categorized as 'under evaluation', which enables the explorer to retain its rig hts in
respect of the deposit without having to explore it. This applies for up to three years for an oil
discovery and up to five years for a gas discovery. In order to avoid speculation, t he decree
requires that an exploration fee be paid during this period, which is three times higher than the
normal exploration fee.
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Other provinces with potential in unconventional hydrocarbons (such as Chubut, Santa Cruz,
Mendoza, Salta, Misiones or Corrientes) are currently working on bills aimed at regulating
exploration and exploitation activities in unconventional deposits.
Regarding development of unconventional hydrocarbons, it is noted that in 2011 YPF announced
the discovery of a large formation of commercially promising tight gas and shale gas near the
Loma La Lata field in Neuquén, which for decades has been a leading sourc e of conventional
production. The deposit, named Vaca Muerta, is believed to contain 4.5 Tcf of unconventional
reserves. In A ugust 2012, YPF announced another big discovery, similar to V aca Muerta, in the
basin of the San Jorge Gulf, shared by the provinces of Chubut and Santa Cruz.
Vaca Muerta is the largest area of unconventional hydrocarbons in A rgentina. It covers a land
mass of 30,000 km2, of which YPF has an interest in over 12, 000 km2. Capit al flows to develop
this area have increased by 160% in 2013. By the end of 2014 it is expected to receive about
US$6 billion – a record for the country.
There are several companies int erested in exploiting Vaca Muerta. The main players are YPF and
Chevron who in 2012 entered into an agreement for the implementation of a pilot project. This
project was implemented until March 2014, and involved an initial outlay of US$1. 24 billion (fully
funded by Chevron) for t he development of 20 km2 and the drilling of 161 wells. The positive
results obtained led to the conclusion of a new agreement to invest jointly and equally the amount
of US$15 billion in the next 30 years. The new agreement includes the development of an entire
area of 395 km2 and the drilling of approximately 1500 wells to reach a production of more than 50
billion barrels of oil and 3 billion m3 of associated gas per day, making it the main productive block
of Argentina. By 2014 the two companies plan to drill an additional 170 wells, with a total
investment of more than US$1.6 billion in drilling, completion and c onstruction of production
16
facilities.
For the development of Vaca Muerta, YPF has signed agreements with Pluspetrol and P etronas,
the national oil company of Malaysia. Also, YPF is negotiating with several companies interested
in participating in the exploration and exploitation of the area, such as the American
ConocoPhillips, Anadarko Petroleum, Southwestern Energy (one of the most advanced oil
company in shale gas development in the U.S.), British Petroleum, the Italian E ni, and the Chinese
17
CNOOC .
Shell is also conducting exploration and development activities in Vaca Muerta. Aft er successfully
drilling five ex ploratory wells, the company acquired an interest in two other blocks of t he basin
that were owned by Total. S hell committed investments for an amount of US$770 million between
2014 and 2016.
The Province of Neuquén, through its state-owned company named Gas y Petróleo de Neuquén
S.A., is working on the tender of eleven areas of conventional and unconventional exploration in
18
Vaca Muerta. Several oil companies have shown interest in partnering with the provincial
company to explore and exploit the area. Among these companies are Shell, ITG Investment
Research (Canada), Tudor, Pickerin Holt Co (US ), Carlson Capital (U.S.), Anadarko Petroleum
Corp. (US), ExxonMobil, Argenta Energy (A rgentina, Canada and Colombia ), EOG Resources
(US), Ingenieria S IMA Engineering (Argentina), P an American Energy, and Chevron. According to
the schedule, the opening of bids will be made by the end of May 2014.
There are also ot her areas of unconventional hydrocarbons that are currently being explored. In
April 2014, YPF and Chevron announced that entered into an agreement to explore an area of 200
km2 named “Narambuena”, located in the Province of Neuquén. The agreement includes the
16
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drilling of 9 wells (7 vertical and 2 horizont al). The estimated investment for the exploratory project
is about US $140 million that will be contributed entirely by Chevron. This phase, during which YPF
will also be the operat or, will be completed in an estimated four -year term, although times may be
accelerat ed in accordance with the results

5.

Offshore Production

At present, the offshore explorations are just emerging. Several ex ploratory wells have been
drilled, but only the Austral basin, located in the province of Chubut, is currently in production.
Currently the state owned company Enarsa owns the permits to explore and exploit the blocks of
the Argentine continental shelf (A rgentine Offshore). Enarsa has formed joint ventures with
Petrobras Energy (Brasil), YPF, Petrouruguay (Uruguay) and E napSipetrol (Chile), for the
execution of prospecting, exploration, development and operation of three areas of the Continental
Shelf Argentina, called E 1, E2 and E3 ( Chart 9).
Chart 9 – Offshore Projects

In all three projects, the progress is very scarce. The drilling of many exploratory wells has been
desisted because of low chances of success, perceived extremely high risk and high drilling c osts.
In order to decrease ex penses, Enarsa has started with the evaluation of ot her potential reservoirs
in order to incorporat e additional resources to the each project.

6.

Fuel Refining

Argentina has t welve operating refineries throughout t he country to process its crude oil
production. The leading companies in the sector are YPF, Shell, Axion Energy and Pet robras.
Chart 10 shows how muc h of the domestic crude oil production is refined in Argentina. It should be
noted that the variation of -1.2% in fuel production is due to a fire that hit a major YPF refinery.
Chart 10 – Crude Oil Production and Refining Production (thousands of m3)
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Although fuel prices are strongly regulated, the profitability of the sector has grown on the basis of
price increases authorized by the Federal Government in rec ent years (Chart 11).
Chart 11 – Evolution of Fuel Prices

Argentina registers a growing demand for petrol and gasoil (Chart 12). Petrol sales have increased
by 8.9% while gasoil sales have increased by 1.5%. In turn, increased demand of fuel oil has been
caused by thermal power plants for electricity generation. We emphasize that, as domestic
production is not enough to fully satisfy the demand, Argentina must import fuel ( Chart 13) at
relatively high prices, which are then passed on to consumers at highly subsidized prices from the
Federal Government.
Chart 12 – Dome stic Sales of Main Oil Products
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Chart 13 – Exports and Imports of fuel (MM US$)

Due to the shortage of domestic crude oil, during 2013 local refineries could not operat e at one
hundred percent of their processing capacities and registered an idle capacity of approximately
8,000 m3/day. Therefore, the Federal Government approved a program which s hall apply until
February 2015, for imports of light crude oil to be refined in Argentina, in order to optimize the use
of local refining facilities and reduce fuel imports.
According to t his program, refiners that have spare capacity must file an import request with the
Secretariat of Energy. If the request is accepted, the state company Enarsa will be instructed by
the Secretariat of Energy to import the volumes of light crude demanded, and expenses that it
demands will be paid with public funds. The final net reference price paid by refiners for imported
crude oil will be set by the Secretariat of Energy. For the February/May 2014 period the price was
set at US$ 82/bbl.

7.

Increase of Natural Gas Import

In 2013, Argentina registered a demand for natural gas of 116,897 thousand m3/day, which were
primarily consumed by electric power generating plants, local industries and residential users
(chart 14).
Chart 14 – Consumption of Natural Gas in 2013
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The demand is increasing year after year and, in the absence of local production to meet demand
fully, Argentina now must rely on imports of natural gas from Bolivia and the purchase of liquefied
natural gas (LNG) (Chart 15).
Chart 15 – Dome stic and Imported Gas (thousands of m3)

The wellhead price of natural gas is heavily regulated and is much lower than the international
price (Chart 16), which discourages investment and generat es strong criticism from the ent ire
energy sector.
Chart 16 – Prices of Dome stic Ga s and Imported Gas

In order to encourage loc al production, in 2013 the Federal Government created a promotional
regime which provides that those companies that increase their production from 2012, wil l receive
a pric e of US$7. 5/million B TU for their surplus production. The price will be paid by the Federal
Government with public funds. This measure aims to reduce the state's natural gas imports from
Bolivia that currently has a price of US $10. 4/million B TU.

III.

ELECTRI CITY S ECTOR

1.

Current situation of the sector

The main c haracteristics of A rgentine electricity are: (i) increasing demand (chart 17), (ii) frozen
prices and tariffs, (iii) high state subsidies for fuel purchased for electricity generation, (iv) energy
matrix highly dependent on hydrocarbons fuels.
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Chart 17 – Net Electri city Production to Supply the Demand

Before the economic crisis of 2001, the price of electricity was set according to marginal c osts.
Afterwards, prices began to be tightly regulat ed to avoid the transference to residential consumers
of costs fixed in dollars. Since then, the price of electricity paid by residential consumers has been
frozen at A R$120 MW/h (AR$8 = US $1). At present, that price is not enough to c over costs of
fuels, operation and maintenance (currently around A R$387. 52 MW/h), and the Federal
Government is subsidizing the sector.
Given the lack of investment in the generation sector, to meet the ever increasing demand, the
Federal Government has resorted to short-term solutions and installed numerous thermal plants
near points of peak demand (Chart 18). However, the installation of these power plants caused an
increase in fuels demand that currently must be satisfied with imported fuels due to the decline of
local production (Chart 19). The high import expenses are paid by the Federal Government with
public funds, only a small percentage of these costs are actually transferred to residential users. In
2013 the energy deficit was US$7 billion.
Chart 18 – Evolution of Power Generation according to type of source
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Chart 19 – Consumption of ga soil and fueloil of thermal plants (thousands of tons)

2.

Renewable Energy

To reduce dependence on liquid fuels, in 2006 Argentina issued the National Law No. 26,190 ,
which establis hed the "National promotion scheme for the use of renewable energy sources for the
production of electricity." This program known as “GENREN” was created to attract investment,
diversify the A rgentine energy matrix and to achieve 8% of elec tricity production from renewable
sources by 2016.
The state energy company Enarsa is responsible to call for tenders for the construction, operation
and maintenance of this type of power generation. Awarded companies enter into an electricity
supply agreement for a term of 15 years, and with promotional prices that are paid with public
funds.
Under the scheme GE NRE N Enarsa was awarded projects for a total of 895 MW, distributed
according to the following detail:
754 MW of wind power, with an average p rice of US$571.6/MWh.
110.4 MW of biofuels thermal generation, with an average price of US$126.9/MWh.
10.6 MW of small hydroelectric plants, with an average price of US$287.6/MWh.
20 MW of solar power, with an average price of US$162.4/MWh.
Argentina has favorable natural conditions for the development of renewable energies. The
GENREN program was the first step in that direction and now the provincial governments, and
even some municipal governments, are being encouraged to develop new projects. Such is t he
case of the province of San Juan which for the past years has been strongly encouraging solar
energy, and has projects and long-t erm research and has the intention of manufacturing solar
panels in situ.
Wind power has perhaps the largest potential in the country, mainly in the P atagonian area where
favorable winds for the development of this industry can be found. In fact there are medium and
large local companies that manufacture wind turbines with local components. One of them is
16
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IMPSA, based in Mendoz a, which has four projects for a tot al of 155 MW located in P atagonia.
Parks are expected to be running by the end of 2014.
Also, the multinational company Isolux Corsán is running a project of 200 MW wind farm c alled
Loma Blanca, in the province of Chub ut, with 100 wind turbines.

3.

Large Hy droelectric Projects

Regarding major long term energy projects, the construction of two large hydroelectric plants in the
Province of Santa Cruz, respectively called “Nestor Kirchner” and “Jorge Cepernic”, with a tota l
capacity of 1700 MW is also noteworthy. The tender for this joint project was awarded in 2013 to a
joint venture formed by the Argentine company Electroingeniería and China Gezhouba. This
project comes after the Federal Government investment of US $750 million to build 2,000
kilometers of electricity transmission lines to deliver the energy to the main urban centers.
In 2013, the construction of the hy droelectric complex "Los Blanc os" was awarded to the A rgentine
company Cartellone and the B razilian OAS. This project consists of two hydroelectric dams settled
on the river Tunuyán in the province of Mendoza, which will have a total installed capacity of 485
MW. The execution of the entire project will require an investment of US$585 million, and 65% will
be financ ed by the Argentine Federal Government.
The currently ongoing bidding process is for the construction of the dam “Chihuido I” over the
Neuquén river, for a t otal capacity of 637 MW. The works are valued at US$1. 57 billion and it will
take approximately five years to be constructed. There are three consortiums interested in
participating in the tender: (i) the joint vent ure formed by Electroingeniería and China Gezhouba;
(ii) the local company CP C along with the Chinese company Sinohydro; and (iii) t he joint venture
formed by t he A rgentine companies Rovella Carranza and Helport, and the Russian companies
Inter Rao and Power Machine.
Among ot her hydroelectric projects under consideration are the following:
(i) Garabí/Panambí Project: A binational dam to be built over the Uruguay River, bet ween
Argentina and Brazil. The estimated total cost is US$4.2 billion, wit h an installed capacity
of 2000 MW. Production would be split equally between Argentina and Brazil. They are
currently running studies for the implementation of the project and the drafting of bid
documents.
(ii) Corpus Christi Project: A binational dam to be installed on t he P arana River bet ween
Argentina and P araguay, with an installed capacity of 3 450 MW. The project is under
feasibility study process. The estimated investment could reach US$10 billion with a 10year construction period.
(iii) "More Yacyretá" Project consists of extending the Yaciret á Dam, which is a bi -national
hydroelectric plant built on the Parana River, which divides Argentina from P araguay.
Yacyretá currently supplies 22% of Argentina’s electricity and involves 60% of the
country's hydroelectric energy.
At present Yaciretá has 3100 MW installed capacity, and the "More Yacyretá" project aims
to add about 480 MW. The project has an in vestment cost estimated at US$1.1 billion, to
be financ ed from the profits generated by the dam itself.
"More Yacyretá" also includes the construction of a new hydroelectric plant in the current
landfill arm of the Parana river called "Anacua" with 270 MW of installed capacity.
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4.

Nuclear Energy

Argentina has three nuclear reactors that in 2013 supplied 4.4% of t he electricity consumed
nationwide.
The Atucha I Nuclear Power Plant, with 335 MW installed capacity, became operational in 1974,
and was the first one in Latin America. Then in 1984 the Embalse Nuclear Power Plant with 600
MW. Both nuclear plants are managed by the state -owned company Nucleoeléctrica A rgentina
S.A. (NASA).
The planning and implement ation of nuclear energy projects are handled by the National Atomic
Energy Commission (in Spanish, CNEA). Its two major projects are: (i) completion of works for the
Atucha II Nuclear Power Plant, with 695 MW of capacity, and ent ering into commercial operation
by September 2014; and (ii) to extend of the operational life of Embalse for another 25 years, and
19
increase its capacity by 7%. These works will require an investment of US $30 million.
The CNEA is also working on a prototype for a medium power nuclear reactor called CA REM25, to
be installed in the Province of Buenos Aires. It will have a capacity of 25 MW and will be the first
nuclear power station entirely designed and built in the country. According to CNEA this type of
reactor has a great future for the electricity supply in remote areas of large urban centers or in
manufacturing centers wit h high energy consumption. At least 70% of CA REM components and
related services are to be provided by qualified Argentine companies under international quality
standards supervised by the CNEA.
* * *
If you have any question or comment regarding the foregoing, do not hesitate to contact us by
calling at (54-11) 4326-7386, via fax to (54-11) 4326-7396 or via e-mail addressed to
godoy@berettagodoy.com.
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http://www.cnea.gov.ar/
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